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The linear stability of the Schwarzschild spacetime in
the harmonic gauge: odd part
Pei-Ken Hung
In this thesis, we study the odd solution of the linearlized Einstein equation on the Schwarzschild
background and in the harmonic gauge. With the aid of Regge-Wheeler quantities, we are able to
estimate the odd part of Lichnerowicz d’Alembertian equation. In particular, we prove the solution
decays at rate τ−1+δ to a linearlized Kerr solution except for the angular mode ` = 2.
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One major open problem of mathematical general relativity is the stability of Kerr spacetimes as
solutions of the vacuum Einstein equation
Ric(g) = 0. (1.1)
Equation (1.1) is a quasilinear weakly hyperbolic system of the metric g. The Kerr family is conjec-
tured to be stable for it to be physically relevant. However, in very few special cases the non-linear
stability is mathematically understood. The non-linear stability of the Minkowski spacetime was
proved in the monumental work of Christodoulou and Klainerman [10]. See also [23, 5, 26, 16] for
various approaches. Recently, non-linear stability of the Schwarzschild spacetime was established
by Klainerman and Szeftel [24] for axial symmetric polarized perturbations. However, general non-
linear stability of the Schwarzschild spactime remains open.





(h) = 0, (1.2)
where g is a metric satisfying (1.1). A solution h of the equation (1.2) is referred to as metric per-
turbation and whether h remains bounded or even decays is the problem of linear stability. Because
the vacuum Einstein equation (1.1) is invariant under the diffeomorphism group, its linearlization
(1.2) has a infinite dimensional solution space consisting of deformation tensors. Therefore gauge-
1
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invariant quantities play a crucial role in both non-linear and linear stability.
The study of metric perturbation on the Schwarzschild background was initiated by Regge and
Wheeler [32]. The authors performed the even/odd decomposition and derived the Regge-Wheeler
equation for the odd solutions of (1.2). For even solutions, there is a similar equation discovered by
Zerilli [40]. Later, Moncrief [29, 30] formulated the Regge-Wheeler and Zerilli quantities in a gauge-
invariant way. Bardeen and Press [4] adapted the Newman-Penrose formalism to study equation
(1.2). This approach was extended to Kerr spacetimes by Teukolsky [34], showing that the extreme
Weyl curvature components satisfy the Teukolsky equations. In the Schwarzschild spacetime, the
transformation theory of Wald [36] and Chandrasekhar [6] relates Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli-Moncrief
system to the Teukolsky equations. See also [1] for further refinement of the transformation theory.
These works accumulated to the proof of mode stability for Kerr by Whiting [39].
A major breakthrough which goes beyond mode stability is the recent work of quantitative
linear stability of Schwarzschild by Dafermos, Holzegel and Rodnianski [11]. This work can be
roughly divided into three parts. First, the authors imposed the double null gauge on the metric
perturbation h and showed that the gauged equation is well-posed. Second, the vector field method
developed by the first and the third author [13, 14] is applied to estimate the Regge-Wheeler equa-
tion. The estimates for the Teukolsky equations are then derived via the transformation theory.
Since the Regge-Wheeler and Teukolsky quantities are gauge-invariant, the estimates of this part
in fact hold for all solutions of (1.2) without any gauge condition. The estimate for the Teukolsky
equation in slowly rotating Kerr spacetimes is recently proved in [27, 12]. Third, the estimates of
the remaining gauge dependent quantities are derived by integrating the gauged equation together
with elliptic estimates.








The harmonic gauge is the linearlization of the harmonic map gauge used by Choquet-Bruhat [8]
and Choquet-Bruhat-Geroch [9] in proving short time existence and uniqueness of the vacuum
Einstein equation (1.1) and its maximal development. Lindblad and Rodnianski [26] adapted the
2
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harmonic map gauge in proving non-linear stability of the Minkowski spacetime. Their work is the
main motivation to study the harmonic gauge in the Schwarzschild background. In the Riemannian
setting, DeTurck [15] applied the harmonic map gauge to prove the short time existence and the
uniqueness of compact Ricci flow. The harmonic coordinate is also used in studying the structure
of Einstein manifolds or manifolds with bounded Ricci curvature [3, 7].
Under the harmonic gauge, linearlized equation (1.2) is reduced to the Lichnerowicz d’Alembertian
equation
hab + 2Racbdhcd = 0. (1.4)
From the standard theory of linear hyperbolic equations, the Cauchy problem for equation (1.4)
is well-posed and the solution exists for all time for regular initial data. Furthermore, the gauge










Therefore a solution of (1.4) is also a solution of (1.2) provided Γb and its normal derivative vanish
initially. Conversely, any solution of (1.2) can be put into the harmonic gauge after subtracting a
deformation tensor Xpi = LXg. The gauge 1-form of Xpi is
Γb[
Xpi] = Xb.
Thus for any solution h of (1.2), one can solve Xb = Γb[h] and then h˜ = h − Xpi is a solution of
(1.4) and (1.3) simultaneously. On the other hand, a deformation tensor Xpi satisfies the harmonic
gauge equation provided Xb = 0. This kind of solutions is allowed in our formulation and we
don’t distinguish it from other general solutions. In particular, the estimate for the odd part of Xpi
with Xb = 0 is a special case of our work.
Besides deformation tensors, another special type of solutions in Schwarzschild spacetime come
3
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αdt, m = −1, 0, 1;
See chapter 2 for the coordinate system and the spin-weighted spherical harmonics Z1mα . K and
Km are stationary solutions of (1.2). The 2-tensor K is even and hence is not concerned in this
thesis. The solutions Km are odd tensors and also satisfy the harmonic gauge (1.3). Therefore we
need to subtract Km from the metric perturbation in order to obtain decay estimates; See chapter
5 for more detail.
The main difference between this thesis and [11] is the method to estimate gauge dependent
quantities. Equation (1.4) is a wave equation for the metric perturbation and we want to use the
vector field method to control it directly. One nice property of (1.4) is that it is reduced to ten sep-
arated linear scalar wave equations in the Minkowski spacetime and the estimates follows directly
from the results of scalar waves. Therefore, in the Schwarzschild spacetime, the behavior of (1.4) is
well understood near the spatial infinity. Then we use the Regge-Wheeler quantities to control the
error terms coming from nonzero mass M > 0. Our proof requires further decomposition according
to the angular mode and unfortunately at this stage we are unable to estimate the mode ` = 2.
Recently, Johnson [20] uses a generalized harmonic gauge to study the linearlized gravity 1.2. In
[20], even/odd or angular mode decomposition is not needed and the decay estimate is obtained
under an adapted Regge-Wheeler gauge.
Summarizing our result, we have the following linear stability theorem on the Schwarzschild
spacetime for odd solutions.
Theorem 1.1 (rough version). Let h be an odd solution of (1.4) under the harmonic gauge condition







where dm are three numbers determined by h. Further assume that hˆ decays fast enough near spatial
infinity on Σ0 in the sense that some weighted norms are bounded. Then certain weighted L
2 norm
and L∞ norm decay at rate τ−1+δ along the foliation Στ .
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we introduce the notations and at the end the
precise statement of the main theorem. In chapter 3 and 4 we estimate the solutions with ` ≥ 3.







The Schwarzschild spacetime with massM > 0 is the spherical symmetric, static Lorenzian manifold
(M, gM ) which satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation (1.1). The Schwarzschild spacetime was
discovered by Schwarzschild as the first non-trivial solution of (1.1). The Schwarzschild exterior
can be parametrized by a coordinate (t, r, θ, φ) = (x0, x1, x2, x3) with t ∈ R, r > 2M and (θ, φ) ∈ S2.











dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (2.1)
We use the following indices notation: a, b, c, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3 for the spacetime indices; A,B,C, · · · =
0, 1 for the quotient indices; α, β, γ . . . 2, 3 for the spherical indices. The quotient metric g˜ and the














αdxβ := dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2.
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Their Levi-Civita connections are denoted by ∇˜ and ∇˚ separately and are extended trivially to
tensor bundles on M. In particular
∇˜AdxB = −Γ˜BACdxC ,
∇˜Adxα = 0,
∇˚αdxβ = −Γ˚βαγdxγ ,
∇˚αdxB = 0.





















We use these Killing vectors as commutators and denote them by Γ = {T,Ω1,Ω2,Ω3}.
Synge [33] and Kruskal [25] showed the Schwarzschild metric can be extended analytically
beyond r = 2M as a vacuum spacetime. The maximal analytic extension can be described by the
Penrose diagram which represents a conformal compactification of the spacetime.
The (t, r, θ, φ) coordinate covers the exterior region I. In this thesis we focus on region I together
Figure 2.1: Penrose diagram




v = t+ r∗, R = r,








dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
.
The null vectors play an important role in Lorenzian geometry. In particular, they capture the























Both L and L are smooth upto the future horizon. On the horizon, L = 2 ∂∂v and L = 0.
We work with spacelike hypersurfaces defined as follows. Let r1 be a fixed number in (2M, 3M).
Σ0 is a spherical symmetric spacelike hypersurface with the following properties. First, Σ0 inter-
sects the future horizon transversely. Second, Σ0 ∩ {r ≥ r1} = {t = 0, r ≥ r1}. We define the
following notations:
Στ : the image of Σ0 under the diffeomorphism Φτ generated by T
D(τ1, τ2): the domain bounded by Στ1 , Στ2 and H+
nΣτ : the unit future normal vector of Στ
∂
∂ρ : the radial tangent vector of Στ such that
∂r
∂ρ = 1
dV olΣτ : the induced volume form of Στ
dV olS2 : the volume form of the unit sphere.
For more information for the Schwarzschild spacetime, we refer readers to [38].
2.2 spherical vector bundles








Figure 2.2: Foliation of spacelike hypersurfaces Στ
Definition 2.1. L(−1) ⊂ T ∗M is the subbundle of spherical one forms. Locally, a section Φ of
L(−1) can be written as
Φ = Φαdx
α.
L(−2) ⊂ T ∗M ⊗s T ∗M is the subbundle of traceless spherical 2-tensors which are symmetric.
Locally, a section Ψ of L(−2) can be written as
Ψ = Ψαβdx
αdxβ, σ˚αβΨαβ = 0.
The connections on L(−1) and L(−2) induced by the Levi-Civita connection are denoted by 1∇ and
2∇ separately.
We omit the superscript in 1∇ and 2∇ when it doesn’t cause confusion. Alternatively, one
can define E(−1) = T ∗S2, and define E(−2) ⊂ T ∗S2 ⊗s T ∗S2 to be the bundle of symmetric
traceless tensors. Then L(−1) and L(−2) are the pull back bundle of E(−1) and E(−2) through
the projection map. The eigensections of ∆˚ on E(−1) and E(−2) are called spin-weighted spherical
harmonics and can be expressed explicitly by scalar spherical harmonics.
Lemma 2.2. Let Y m`(θ, φ) , ` ≥ 0 and −` ≤ m ≤ `, be the spherical harmonics on S2. Define









Y m`α , Z
m`
α
∣∣∣` ≥ 1} forms a complete L2 basis of eigensections of ∆˚ on E(−1) with eigenvalues
−`(`+ 1) + 1.
Similarly, define
Y m`αβ := ∇˚αY m`β + ∇˚βY m`α − ∇˚γY m`γ σ˚αβ,
and
Zm`αβ := ∇˚αZm`β + ∇˚βZm`α .
Then
{
Y m`αβ , Z
m`
αβ
∣∣∣` ≥ 2} forms a complete L2 basis of eigensections of ∆˚ on E(−2) with eigenvalue
−`(`+ 1) + 4.










Φ is said to be supported away from ` = k if fmk1 = f
mk
2 ≡ 0 and the definition for Ψ ∈ Γ(L(−2))
is similar.










It’s straightforward to verify the following properties of D and D†.
Lemma 2.3. For any Φ ∈ L(−1) and Ψ ∈ L(−2),∫
S2(t,r)
DΦ ·ΨdV olS2 =
∫
S2(t,r)










2r2| /∇Ψ|2 + 4|Ψ|2dV olS2 .
Furthermore,
[D,∇A] = 0, [D†,∇A] = 0.
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For any section Φ of L(−1) or L(−2), its stress energy tensor is defined by
Tab[Φ] := ∇aΦ · ∇bΦ− 1
2
(∇cΦ · ∇cΦ)gab. (2.4)
Tab[Φ] satisfies the energy condition that Tab[Φ]V
aW b is non-negative as V and W are future
timelike or null vectors. Since the curvatures of L(−1) and L(−2) are supported along the angular
directions, for any vector field W orthogonal to spheres,
∇a(Tab[Φ]W a) = Φ · ∇WΦ + Tab[Φ]∇aW b. (2.5)
For any vector field W , we define
eW [Φ] := Tab[Φ]W
bnbΣτ .
Following [19], we define the following unweighted and weighted energies.















ep[Φ]dV olΣτ , (2.8)
where | /∇Φ|2 consists of derivatives along the angular directions.



























ep,deg[Φ]dV olΣτ . (2.10)






E¯[Φ]≤s := Ep=2[Φ]≤s(0). (2.12)
From the Sobolev embedding, we have the following L∞ bound.
11
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Lemma 2.4. For any p ≥ 0 and any section Φ of L(−1) or L(−2), we have
|Φ(τ, r)|2 ≤ C
rp
Ep[Φ]≤2(τ). (2.13)
Proof. First we assume Φ is spatially compactly supported. From the Sobolev inequality on S2,






























Then the result follows by applying the same estimate to LΩΦ and L2ΩΦ. The assumption of
compact support can then be removed by approximation.
2.3 Lichnerowicz d’Alembertian for odd solutions
We first give the definition of odd and even symmetric 2-tensors.
Definition 2.5. A symmetric 2-tensor h = habdx
adxb is an odd tensor provided
hAB = 0,
∇˚αhAα = 0,
∇˚α∇˚βhαβ = 0, σ˚αβhαβ = 0.
h is an even tensor provided
˚βα∇˚βhAα = 0,
˚βα∇˚β∇˚γhαγ = 0.
From the Hodge decomposition, any symmetric 2-tensor h can be decomposed into even and
odd parts h = h1 + h2 and h is a solution of (1.2) if and only if h1 and h2 are both solutions. Thus
12
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one can study them separately. From now on we assume h is an odd tensor through the entire
thesis. For any odd solution of (1.2), one can define two gauge-invariant quantities P and Q as





∇˚αhAβ + ∇˚βhAα − r2∇˜A(r−2hαβ)
)
dxαdxβ. (2.15)
They satisfy the Regge-Wheeler equation [32, 18]























α ∈ Γ(L(−1)), (2.17)
and
H2 = −hαβdxαdxβ ∈ Γ(L(−2)). (2.18)











H1 = 0. (2.19)

















Lemma 2.6. Under the above notation, (1.4) can be written as



































The derivation of these equations is put in the appendix. We adapt the notation that A . B if






For example, the Poincare´ inequality implies 1
r2
|Φ|2 .s | /∇Φ|. We end this section by the precise
statement of the main theorem.
Theorem 2.7 (precise version). Let h be an odd solution of (1.4) under the harmonic gauge





where dm are three numbers determined by h. Let H0, H1, H2, P and Q be the sections derived from
hˆ. For any 0 < δ < 18 , denote m = m(δ) = d− log2 δe + 1. Then there exists a constant C which
depends only on δ such that for any p ∈ [δ, 2− δ],
Ep[H0](τ) ≤ CI0τ−2+p+δ,
Ep[H1, H2](τ) ≤ CI1τ−2+p+δ,
where
I0 = E¯[H0]
≤2+m + E¯[P ]≤5+m,
I1 = E¯[H1, H2]
≤2 + E¯[Q]≤5 + E¯[H0]≤5+m + E¯[P ]≤8+m.
Together with Lemma 2.4, we immediately have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.8. Under the same assumption as above, we have
‖rp/2H0‖2L∞(Στ ) ≤ CI2τ−2+p+δ,
‖rp/2H1‖2L∞(Στ ) + ‖rp/2H2‖2L∞(Στ ) ≤ CI3τ−2+p+δ,
where
I2 = E¯[H0]
≤4+m + E¯[P ]≤7+m,
I3 = E¯[H1, H2]
≤4 + E¯[Q]≤7 + E¯[H0]≤7+m + E¯[P ]≤10+m.
14
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Chapter 3
Estimate for H0
In this chapter we prove the decay estimates for H0 based on (2.22) and P is treated as an error
term. We use the vector field method and construct currents Ji[H0]a with certain positivity. In
section 3.2 and 3.3, we use the red-shift vector and the Morawetz vector introduced by Dafermos
and Rodnianski [13]. The rp-hierarchy estimate of Dafermos and Rodnianski [14] is used in section
3.4. In section 3.5, we combine the previous currents in the manner of [19]. The decay of H0 is
presented in section 3.6. The construction of this section holds for any spherical harmonic number
` ≥ 1.
3.1 T vector field








e1[H0] := J1[H0] · nΣτ . (3.2)
From direct computation,







From the Poincare´ inequality,





|∇ρH0|2 + | /∇H0|2.
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Because T is a null vector on the horizon, there is degeneracy in the ∂∂ρ direction. This degeneracy
can be removed by the red-shift vector.
3.2 red-shift vector field










= −sT − σY,








K2[H0] := divJ2[H0], (3.4)
e2[H0] := J2[H0] · nΣτ . (3.5)
We denote the contribution of P in K2[H0] by Err2[H0].
K2[H0] = K˚2[H0] + Err2[H0],


































From the Poincare´ inequality, one can pick s = σ large enough such that K˚2[H0] &s e[H0] on the
horizon. By extending Y smoothly to the exterior region such that Y is non-spacelike and Y = 0
as r ≥ r1, we obtain
K˚2[H0] &s e[H0] as 2M ≤ r ≤ r0 (3.6)
for some r0 ∈ (2M, r1) from a continuity argument. In summary, we get
16
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Lemma 3.1.
K˚2[H0] &s e[H0] in [2M, r0],∣∣∣K˚2[H0]∣∣∣ . e[H0] in [r0, r1],
K˚2[H0] = 0 in [r1,∞).
For the boundary term, e2[H0] is nonnegative and
e2[H0] + e1[H0] &s e[H0].
3.3 Morawetz vector field










































K3[H0] := divJ3[H0], (3.8)
e3[H0] := J3[H0] · nΣτ . (3.9)
From (B.7), K3[H0] is of the form
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and then K˚3[H0] ≥s 0. In particular, after






















































Since f − 1 ≈ − 1
r2
, ∂f∂r ≈ 1r3 , ωX ≈ 2r near the spatial infinity, by taking 1 > 0 small enough, one
can make K˚3[H0] coercive for bounded r except the degeneracy at the photon sphere and at the
horizon. In summary, we have
















| /∇H0|2 + 1
r3
|H0|2.
The next lemma concerns the boundary terms.
Lemma 3.3. There exists C0 ≥ 1 such that we have the following estimates.
eX [H0] ≥s −C0e1[H0].
For any R1 large enough,∣∣∣∣∫
Στ















∂t is a null vector, e
X+fT [H0] ≥ 0. Then the first inequality follows
since e1 is comparable to e
T . For the second inequality, note that
e3[H0]− eX [H0] = −1
2
V0|H0|2X · nΣτ +
1
2
(ωX − 21g)H0 · ∇nΣτH0 −
1
4
∇nΣτ (ωX − 21g)|H0|2.
































































































eL[H0]dV olΣτ + boundary term.
By absorbing the boundary term into eT [H0], the result follows.
3.4 rp-hierarchy
Fix two small numbers δ1, δ2 > 0. The constants below can depend on δ1 and δ2. For any














































































































as r is large enough. Compared to ep−1[H0], the derivative along the ∂∂r direction is missing. To






























The negative part rp−3|∇LH0|2 is much smaller than rp−1|∇LH0|2 in divJ˜p4 [H0]. Hence we take
R0 ≥ 4M large and a cut-off function η(r) such that η(r) = 1 for r ≥ R0 and η = 0 for r ≤ R0− 1.
The rp current for H0 is defined by
Jp4 [H0] := η
(













4 [H0] · nΣτ . (3.13)
As before, we single out the contribution of P in Kp4 [H0] as Err
p
4[H0].
Kp4 [H0] = K˚
p




















From the above discussion, as R0 is large enough, we have
20
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Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant C1 > 0 such that
K˚p4 [H0] ≥ 1C1 ep−1[H0] in (R0,∞),∣∣∣K˚p4 [H0]∣∣∣ . e[H0] in [R0 − 1, R0],
K˚p4 [H0] = 0 in [2M,R0 − 1).
For the boundary term, ep4[H0] is nonnegative and
ep4[H0] ≈ ep[H0] in [R0,∞).
3.5 combination
We take 2 > 0 small such that for all p ∈ [δ1, 2− δ2],
K˚3[H0] ≥ 22
∣∣∣K˚p4 [H0]∣∣∣ in [R0 − 1, R0].











4 [H0] ≥ 2C0eL[H0] in [R1,∞).
We consider a function h(r) satisfying
h(r) = 3C0 in [2M,R1],
h(r) = 1 in [2R1,∞),
|h′(r)| ≤ 3C0log 2r−1 in [R1, 2R1].










K5[H0] := divJ5[H0], (3.15)
e5[H0]a := J5[H0] · nΣτ . (3.16)
K5[H0] = K˚5[H0] + Err5[H0],
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Lemma 3.5.
K˚5[H0] = 0 in [2M,R1] ∪ [2R1,∞),
K˚5[H0] ≥ − 3C0(log 2)r |∇LH0|2 in [R1, 2R1].
e5[H0] = 3C0e1[H0] in [2M,R1],
e5[H0] ≥ eT [H0] in [R1,∞).
We pick 3 > 0 such that
K˚3[H0] ≥ 3
∣∣∣K˚2[H0]∣∣∣ in [r0, r1].
Then the final current for H0 is defined by
Jp[H0] := 3J2[H0] + J3[H0] + 2J
p
4 [H0] + J5[H0], (3.17)
Kp[H0] := divJ
p[H0]. (3.18)





K˚p[H0] =3K˚2[H0] + K˚3[H0] + 2K˚
p
4 [H0] + K˚5[H0],
Errp[H0] =
(
























Proof. We discuss the positivity of K˚p[H0] in different intervals separately.
In [2R1,∞), each term in K˚p[H0] is nonnegative and K˚p4 [H0] & ep−1[H0].
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In [R1, 2R1), the only negative term is K˚5 and from the choice of h(r),












In [R0, R1), each term is nonnegative and K˚
p
4 [H0] & ep−1[H0].
In [R0 − 1, R0), the only negative term is 2K˚4[H0] and K˚3[H0] + 2K˚4[H0] ≥ 12K˚3[H0] which is
comparable to ep−1[H0].
In [r1, R0 − 1), each term is nonnegative and K˚3[H0] & ep−1,deg[H0].
In [r0, r1), the only negative term is 3K˚2[H0] and 3K˚2[H0] + K˚3[H0] ≥ 12K˚3[H0] which is compa-
rable to ep−1[H0].
In [2M, r0), each term is nonnegative and K˚2[H0] & ep−1[H0].
To see the boundary term is comparable with Ep[H0], we note that∫
Στ






e3[H0]− eX [H0]dV olΣτ
∣∣∣∣+ ∫
Στ

































Jp[H0] · nΣτdV olΣτ & Ep[H0].
To get the upper bound, we note that for r ≥ 2R1,
eX [H0] + e5[H0] .s eX+T [H0]
=feL[H0] + (1− f)eT [H0] . ep=0[H0].
By integrating Kp[H0] in D(τ1, τ2), we obtain
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A similar construction can be done for P and Q from equation (2.16) without the error terms.








Ep−1,deg[Q]dτ ≤ CEp[Q](τ1). (3.21)
3.6 decay estimate
From now on we fix a small number 18 > δ > 0. A direct corollary of (3.20) is the decay estimate
for Ep[P ] and Ep[Q].
Corollary 3.9. For any p ∈ [δ/2, 2− δ/2], τ > 0 and τ2 > τ1 > 0, we have
Ep[P ](τ) ≤CE¯[P ]≤2τp−2+δ/2,∫ τ2
τ1




Proof. By applying (3.20) with p = 2− δ/2 in [0, τ ], we get
E2−δ/2[P ](τ) ≤ CE2−δ/2[P ](0).
From (3.20) with p = 2− δ/2 and τ2 = 2k+1 and τ1 = 2k, we can find τ¯k ∈ [2k, 2k+1] such that
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Then E1−δ/2[P ](τ) ≤ Cτ E¯[P ]≤1 follows from applying (3.20) with p = 1−δ/2. By the interpolation,
we have for all p ∈ [1− δ/2, 2− δ/2],
Ep[P ](τ) ≤CE¯[P ]≤1τp−2+δ/2.
From (3.20) with p = 1 + δ/2, τ2 = 2
k+1 and τ1 = 2
k, we can find τ¯k ∈ [2k, 2k+1] such that
Eδ/2[P ](τ¯k) ≤ C
τ¯k
E1+δ/2,≤1[P ](2k) ≤ CE¯[P ]≤2τ¯−2+δk .
Applying (3.20) one more time with p = δ/2 the result follows. The proof for Q is the same.












≤3+m + E¯[P ]≤6+m
)
τ−2+p+δ, (3.23)
where m is the integer defined by m(δ) := d− log2 δe+ 1.
















Denote the right hand side by F (τ). Then F satisfies an ordinary differential inequality
d
dτ




















































≤1 + E¯[P ]≤4
)
. (3.26)
From mean value theorem, there exists τ¯k ∈ [2k, 2k+1] such that
E1−δ[H0](τ¯k) ≤ C(E¯[H0]≤1 + E¯[P ]≤4)τ¯−1k .
















Again denote the right hand side by F (τ). We have the same inequality
d
dτ





Integrating from τ¯k to τ , we get√
F (τ) ≤
√













E1−δ[H0](τ) ≤ C(E¯[H0]≤1 + E¯[P ]≤4)τ−1+δ, (3.27)
and ∫ τ2
τ1
E−δ[H0](τ)dτ ≤ C(E¯[H0]≤2 + E¯[P ]≤5)τ−1+δ, (3.28)
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≤1 + E¯[P ]≤4)τ¯−1k + E¯[P ]
≤3τ¯−2+δk + (E¯[H0]
≤2 + E¯[P ]≤5)τ−3/2+δ
)
≤C(E¯[H0]≤2 + E¯[P ]≤5)τ−1.
From the interpolation and the mean value theorem, we can again obtain τ¯k ∈ [2k, 2k+1] such that
Eδ[H0](τ¯k) ≤ C(E¯[H0]≤3 + E¯[P ]≤6)τ¯−2+2δk .





















≤3 + E¯[P ]≤6
)
τ−3/2+δ/2.
Once we get decay of e[H0] near r = 3M , we can use it to obtain better decay at the expense of












where λk = min
{
−2 + 2δ, (−1) ( 1
2k
)





. The number m is chosen such that
λm = −2 + 2δ.
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Chapter 4
Estimate for H1 and H2
In this chapter, we prove the decay estimate for H1 and H2. The proof is similar to the one in
the previous chapter. In the Minkowski spacetime where M = 0, (2.23) is diagonalizable since it
corresponds to scalar linear wave equations. For M > 0, we use (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) to control
the off-diagonal term by P,Q and H0. Through this section we assume H1 and H2 are supported
on the harmonic number ` ≥ 3.






































































J1[H1, H2]a := QabT
b, (4.2)
K1[H1, H2] := divJ1[H1, H2], (4.3)
e1[H1, H2] := J1[H1, H2] · nΣτ . (4.4)
Then
K1[H1, H2] =s Err1[H1, H2],
Err1[H1, H2] = −6M
r3
D†H2 · ∇TH1.
Now we show that e1[H1, H2] is non-negative when H1 and H2 are supported on ` ≥ 3. Let
f1 := −T · nΣτ ≥ 0. Then
e1[H1, H2] ≥ f1
(
| /∇H1|2 + 1
2







As H1 and H2 are supported on the harmonic number `,
e1[H1, H2] ≥s f1
r2
((






























As ` ≥ 3, we can take µ = 5 to make coefficients of |H1|2 and |H2|2 positive. Therefore e1[H1, H2] ≈s
eT [H1] + e
T [H2]. More generally, QabW
anbΣτ ≈s eW [H1, H2] for any future vector W .
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4.2 red-shift vector field










= −sT − σY,
for some s, σ > 0 to be determined. Note that formally Y
∣∣∣
r=2M






J2[H1, H2]a := QabY
b, (4.5)
K2[H1, H2] := divJ2[H1, H2], (4.6)





































































































































−∇YH0 + 2P − 2H0
)
+ positive radial terms.
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As ` ≥ 3, by choosing σ large enough we can make quadratic terms involving H1 and H2 positive.
As before, we denote the contribution of H0 and P in K2[H1, H2] by Err2[H1, H2] and the rest by
K˚2[H1, H2]. Extending Y smoothly to the exterior as in section 3.2, we obtain
Lemma 4.1.
K˚2[H1, H2] &s e[H1] + e[H2] in [2M, r0],∣∣∣K˚2[H1, H2]∣∣∣ .s e[H1] + e[H2] in [r0, r1],
K˚2[H1, H2] = 0 in [r1,∞).






Err2[H1, H2] = 0 in [r1,∞).
Furthermore, e2[H1, H2] ≥s 0 and
e2[H1, H2] + e1[H1, H2] &s e[H1] + e[H2]
4.3 Morawetz vector field

























































































































∇XH1 ·D†H2 − 2
r2






















































































































Err3,far[H1, H2] := −6M
r3
D†H2 · ∇XH1. (4.10)
We note that as f ≈ 1 and ωX ≈ 2r , divJ˜3[H1, H2] − Err3,far[H1, H2] is positive after integrating
on S2 for r large enough. The reason is that the leading terms correspond the Morawetz estimate
in the Minkowski spacetime. The main goal here is to make the bulk term positive in compact r














































































DH1 ·H2 − 12M
r2

























































































































DH1 ·H2 − 12M
r2












































DH1 ·H2 − 12M
r2

















































































∣∣∣∣4− 18Mr + 12M2r2
∣∣∣∣√2`(`+ 1)− 4|H1||H2|.
We choose f =
(






and denote by λ = `(` + 1). The discriminant of the
above quadratic terms is
−Dout =4
(




























As λ is large, −Dout is about
4
(

























































By using Mathematica, we check that
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which is positive as ` ≥ 4 since
∣∣∣4− 18Mr + 12M2r2 ∣∣∣/ ∣∣1− 3Mr ∣∣ ≤ 4 in [3.3M,∞). From the above,
we deduce that −Dout > 0 in [3M,∞) for ` ≥ 7. We check −Dout > 0 in [3M,∞) for the case
3 ≤ ` ≤ 6 directly by using Mathematica.
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Thus Din > 0 in [2M, 3M ] for ` ≥ 7. We again check Din > 0 in [2M, 3M ] for the case 3 ≤ ` ≤ 6
directly from Mathematica.
Now we define J3[H1, H2] by
J3[H1, H2] :=Jˆ3[H1, H2]− 1
2
(1g)∇a(2|H1|2 + |H2|2) + 1
2
∇a(1g)(2|H1|2 + |H2|2),
Jˆ3[H1, H2] :=J˜3[H1, H2] in [3M,∞),
Jˆ3[H1, H2] :=J¯3[H1, H2] in [2M, 3M ].
(4.16)
Because J3[H1, H2] is continuous and piecewise smooth, we can still apply the divergence theorem.
The bulk term and the boundary term are defined as before.
K3[H1, H2] :=divJ3[H1, H2], (4.17)
e3[H1, H2] :=J3[H1, H2] · nΣτ . (4.18)
K3[H1, H2] = K˚3[H1, H2] + Err3[H1, H2]
= K˚3,far[H1, H2] + Err3,far[H1, H2].


















H2 ·Q in [2M, 3M ],
Err3[H1, H2] = −12M
r2




∇TH0 ·H1 in [3M,∞).
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| /∇H2|2 + 1
r3
|H2|2.










Proof. As 1 = 0, the result follows the above discussion except the absence of |∇tH1|2 and |∇tH2|2






)2 ≥ 0 and 1 > 0 small enough, we can add a term
comparable to 1
r3
(|∇tH1|2 + |∇tH2|2) to K˚3 and K˚3,far without disturbing the positivity of other
terms.
By redoing the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have
Lemma 4.3. There exists C0 ≥ 1 such that we have the following estimates:
2eX [H1] + e
X [H2] ≥s −C0e1[H1, H2],
For any R1 large enough,∣∣∣∣∫
Στ










The rp-hierarchy deals with the region where r is large and the contribution of M is negligible.
























































































































































































(rH1) · (rH2)La. (4.21)
Then the leading order terms in divJ˜4[H1, H2] are
divJ˜p4 [H1, H2] =spr




rp−3|∇L(rH2)|2 + (1− p
2
)rp−3| /∇(rH2)|2 + (2− p)rp−5|rH2|2+








∇L(rH1) · (rD†H2) + l.o.t.
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Therefore, as r is large enough,
divJ˜p4 [H1, H2] &srp−1|∇LH1|2 + rp−1| /∇H1|2 + rp−3|H1|2














2|∇LH1|2 − 2|∇LH1|2 + |∇LH2|2 − |∇LH2|2
)
.
Function η(r) is chosen to be a cut-off function such that η = 1 for r ≥ R0 and η = 0 for r ≤ R0−1.
We define
Jp4 [H1, H2]a := η
(




Kp4 [H1, H2] := divJ
p
4 [H1, H2], (4.23)
ep4[H1, H2] := J
p
4 [H1, H2] · nΣτ . (4.24)
In this case Kp4 [H1, H2] is positive for large r ≥ R0 and we don’t need the error term. But for
consistency of notation, we still denote
Kp4 [H1, H2] = K˚
p
4 [H1, H2] + Err
p
4[H1, H2],
Errp4[H1, H2] = 0.
In summary, we obtain
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant C1 > 0 such that
K˚p4 [H1, H2] ≥ 1C1 (ep−1[H1] + ep−1[H2]) in [R0,∞),∣∣∣K˚p4 [H1, H2]∣∣∣ . e[H1] + e[H2] in [R0 − 1, R0],
K˚p4 [H1, H2] = 0 in [2M,R0 − 1].
Furthermore, ep4[H1, H2] is non-negative and
ep4[H1, H2] ≈ ep[H1] + ep[H2] in [R0,∞).
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4.5 combination
We take 2 > 0 small such that for all p ∈ [δ1, 2− δ2],
K˚3[H1, H2] ≥ 22
∣∣∣K˚p4 [H1, H2]∣∣∣ in [R0 − 1, R0].











4 [H1, H2] ≥ 2C0eL[H1, H2] in [R1,∞).
We consider a function h(r) satisfying
h(r) = 3C0 in [2M,R1],
h(r) = 1 in [2R1,∞),
|h′(r)| ≤ 3C0log 2r−1 in [R1, 2R1].
The fifth current is defined by
J5[H1, H2]a := Qabh(r)T
b, (4.25)
K5[H1, H2] := divJ5[H1, H2], (4.26)
e5[H1, H2]a := J5[H1, H2] · nΣτ . (4.27)
Also,
K5[H1, H2] = K˚5[H1, H2] + Err5[H1, H2]








K˚5[H1, H2] = 0 in [2M,R1] ∪ [2R1,∞)
K˚5[H1, H2] ≥ − 3C0(log 2)r (2|∇LH1|2 + |∇LH2|2) in [R1, 2R1].
For the boundary term,
e5[H1, H2] = 3C0e1[H1, H2] in [2M,R1],
e5[H1, H2] ≥ e1[H1, H2] in [R1,∞).
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Take 3 > 0 such that
K˚3[H1, H2] ≥ 3
∣∣∣K˚2[H1, H2]∣∣∣ in [r0, r1].
Then the final current for H1 and H2 is defined by
Jp[H1, H2] := 3J2[H1, H2] + J3[H1, H2] + 2J
p
4 [H1, H2] + J5[H1, H2], (4.28)
Kp[H1, H2] := divJ
p[H1, H2]. (4.29)
Lemma 4.6. By the above construction, we have





e−1[H0, P,Q]− Ce−1[H0, P,Q]
∫
Στ
Jp[H1, H2] · nΣτdV olΣτ ≈
∫
Στ
ep−1[H1, H2]dV olΣτ .
Proof.
Kp[H1, H2] = K˚
p[H1, H2] + Err
p[H1, H2]
K˚p[H1, H2] = 3K˚2[H1, H2] + K˚3[H1, H2] + 2K˚
p
4 [H1, H2] + K˚5[H1, H2]
Errp[H1, H2] = 3Err2[H1, H2] + Err3[H1, H2] + 2Err
p
4[H1, H2] + Err5[H1, H2].
By the same argument as in Lemma 3.6, K˚p[H1, H2] & ep−1,deg[H1, H2]. After using (2.20) and
(2.19) to replace ∇tH1 and D†H2 in Err5[H1, H2], in any bounded r we have∣∣∣Errp[H1, H2]∣∣∣2 . e−1,deg[H1, H2]e−1[H0, P,Q] + e−1[H0, P,Q]2
For large r, the only negative contribution comes from K3[H1, H2] and K5[H1, H2].
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When r is large enough, we can absorb e−1[H1]+e−1[H2] by using ep−1[H1]+ep−1[H2] in K˚
p
4 [H1, H2].































The estimate for the boundary term can be proved by the same way as in Lemma 3.6.
By integrating Kp[H1, H2] in D(τ1, τ2) and using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we arrive at














By combining (4.30) with Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.9, we can follow the proof of Corollary
3.9 to obtain the decay estimate for H1 and H2.
Theorem 4.8.
Ep[H1, H2](τ) ≤ CIτ−2+p+δ2 , (4.31)
where
I = E¯[H1, H2]
≤2 + E¯[Q]≤5 + E¯[H0]≤5+m + E¯[P ]≤8+m.
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Chapter 5
Estimate for `=1
In this section we estimate the odd solution h which is supported on the angular mode ` = 1. In this
case H2 vanishes automatically and (2.23) becomes a single wave equation for H1. Furthermore,
It is well known [40, 28] that in this mode, any solution of (1.2) is the linear combination of Km,
m = −1, 0, 1 and a pure gauge solution Xpi. Therefore without loss of generality we can assume
h = Xpi. One direct consequence is that P vanishes and that (2.22) becomes a wave equation
without source. Thus by (3.19), we have
Theorem 5.1. For any p ∈ [δ, 2− δ],
Ep[H0](τ) ≤ CE¯[H0]≤2τ−2+p+δ (5.1)






































|2 ≤ C(r′)e[H0] for r ∈ [2M, r′]. Together with the fact that H1 = H0 on the
horizon, we have for any r0 ∈ [2M, r′],
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Therefore,








Integrating over S2 and applying the mean value theorem to estimate H0(τ, 2M), we have∫
S2(τ,r0)
|H1|2dV olS2 ≤ C(r′)
∫
Στ∩{r≤r′}
e[H0]dV olΣτ . (5.2)
Now we can define Jp[H1] as in section 4 with H2 ≡ 0. Both Kp[H1] and Jp[H1] ·nΣτ have negative
zeroth order term in compact r region. From (5.2), we can add a large multiple of Jp[H0]
≤1 to
make the boundary and the bulk terms positive. In summary, we have
Proposition 5.2. For any τ2 > τ1 ≥ 0 and p ∈ [δ, 2− δ], we have
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
Appendix A
Derivation of equations
In this appendix, we rewrite the Lichnerowicz d’Alembertian equation (1.4) and the harmonic gauge
condition (1.3) by using H0, H1, H2 and the connections on L(−1) and L(−2). We first compute




























































Proof. From direct computation,
1∇AΦα = ∂AΦα − ΓβAαΦβ
= ∇˜AΦα − ∇˜Ar
r
Φα,
























1∇βΦα = ∂βΦα − ΓγβαΦγ
= ∇˚βΦα,
1∇γ1∇βΦα = ∂γ1∇βΦα − ΓAγβ1∇AΦα − Γλγβ1∇λΦα − Γλγα1∇βΦλ
= ∇˚γ∇˚βΦα + r∇˜Ar∇˜AΦασ˚γβ − ∇˜Ar∇˜ArΦασ˚γβ.
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Therefore,

























From ˜f = − (1− 2Mr )−1 ∂2t f + (1− 2Mr ) ∂2rf + 2Mr2 ∂rf and ∆˚Yα = −`(` + 1) + 1, (A.1) follows.
Similarly,



























2∇λ2∇γΨαβ = ∇˚λ∇˚γΨαβ − ΓAλγ2∇AΨαβ
= ∇˚λ∇˚γΨαβ + r∇˜A∇˜AΨαβσ˚λγ − 2∇˜A∇˜AΨαβσ˚λγ .
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∂tH1,α − r∂rH0,α + 2H0,α,










Q˜αβ = ∇˚αH0,β + ∇˚βH0,α + ∂tH2,αβ,










































































































H0,α + ∆˚H0,α +H0,α + ∂t∇˚βH2,αβ.
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In this appendix, we include the computation of divergence of certain basic currents. Let φ be a
smooth scalar function, V be radial function, and φ − V φ = G. Define the stress-energy tensor
by
Tab[φ] = ∇aφ∇bφ− 1
2
(∇cφ∇cφ) gab.
The divergence of Tab is
∇aTab[φ] = φ · ∇bφ.









=∇Tφ (φ− V φ)
=∇Tφ ·G.
(B.1)










= −sT − σY,




2 −σ2 0 0
−σ2 12M 0 0
0 0 − 1
4M3
0
0 0 0 − 1
4M3 sin2 θ
 , ∇aY a = −σ − 2M .





K2[φ] := divJ2[φ]. (B.3)
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On the horizon we have
K2[φ] = Tab[φ]∇aY b +φ(∇Y φ)− V φ(∇Y φ)− 1
2




























φ2 + (∇Y φ) ·G.
(B.4)





























































































K3[φ] := divJ3[φ]. (B.6)
Then
K3[φ] =Tab[φ]∇aXb +φ · ∇Xφ− V φ · ∇Xφ− 1
2








































∇XV φ2 − 1
2









































Together with ∇aXa = ωX + 2Mr2 f , we have


























































































































































































































































































































































I + II =
1
r3






)2 |∇Lψ|2 + 1r2 (1− 2Mr )rφ · ∇Lψ.
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I = rp−3| /∇ψ|2 + 3Mrp−6ψ2 − Mr
p−4(
1− 2Mr























rp−3| /∇ψ|2 − pMrp−6ψ2 + p
2
rp−3
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
|∇Lψ|2.
Together with
∇a
(
rp
r2
(
1− 2Mr
) (−1
2
V ψ2gab
)
Lb
)
=− r
p
r2
(
1− 2Mr
)V ψ∇Lψ
+
(
−∇L
(
rp
2r2
(
1− 2Mr
)V)− rp
r2
(
1− 2Mr
) 1
r
(
1− M
r
)
V
)
ψ2,
the result follows.
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